Ridership Table Notes

- Line 10: 501 student ridership was low due to multiple snow days.
- Line 13: Flex rides continue on a strong trend with 101 rides in December.
- Line 16: The multiple days with extreme winter weather reduced the use of Freedom Passes.
- Lines 21-28: Overall paratransit growth continues. Capital City Taxi rides were low due to a lack of available drivers.

• Total ridership FY YTD is up 2.5% compared to a year ago.

Long-Range Transit Plan Update

- Final version has been received and is being reviewed.

Other Projects

- FLEX Zone ridership- Ridership continues to increase. There are now two regular riders who appear to be employed at the Sonic on 28th Street. Another rider seems to be commuting to work at the Cotton-O’Neil Clinic on Walnut Drive.